Wooly & Friends

featuring LAMBKIN COLLECTION BY BONNIE CHRISTINE

FREE PATTERN
Wooly & Friends

Lambkin

Fabrics designed by Bonnie Christine

WIND OBSERVER FOG
LMB-18724
LITTLE FLORICULTURIST
LMB-18725
WIND OBSERVER SLATE
LMB-18724
KEEPING WATCH MIST
LMB-18731
LAMBSCAPE ASHEN
LMB-18732
SWEET WISTERIA
LMB-18722
MY DARLING
LMB-18720
WOOLY BLUSH
LMB-18729
ARISTA KEEPSAKE
LMB-18730
KEEPING WATCH DIM
LMB-18731
LAMBSCAPE YONDER
LMB-28732
ARISTA OATS
LMB-28730
VALLEY VIEW ECHO
LMB-28733
VALLEY VIEW RIVIERA
WOT-21409

THISTLE
LMB-18720
LMB-18722
LMB-18724
LMB-18725
LMB-18727

OATS
LMB-28721
LMB-28723
LMB-28724
LMB-28726
LMB-28728

© 2017 Courtesy of Art Gallery Quilts LLC. All Rights Reserved.
**FINISHED SIZE | 14’ x 14’**

**FABRIC REQUIREMENTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fabric</th>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>Yardage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>DEN-S-2002</td>
<td>⅝ yd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>LMB-28721</td>
<td>⅛ yd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>DEN-L-4000</td>
<td>⅝ yd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>LMB-28720</td>
<td>¼ yd.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BACKING:**
- **Pillow 1:** Fabric A DEN-S-2002 (included)
- **Pillow 2:** Fabric C DEN-L-4000 (included)

**CUTTING DIRECTIONS**

- ¼” seam allowances are included.
- WOF means width of fabric.

One (1) 16” x 7” rectangle from Fabric A

Two (2) 16” x 2 ½” rectangles from Fabric A, B

One (1) 16” x 3 ½” rectangles from Fabric C, D

One (1) 16” x 4 ½” rectangles from Fabric C

One (1) 16” x 6 ½” rectangles from Fabric D

**CONSTRUCTION**

Sew all rights sides together with ¼” seam allowance.

**Pillow #1**

- Start by pairing an 16” x 2 ½” rectangle from Fabric A with an 16” x 2 ½” rectangle from Fabric B
- Take another 16” x 2 ½” rectangle from Fabric A and pair it with the previous piece.
- Take another 16” x 2 ½” rectangle from Fabric B and pair it with the previous piece.
- Pair the 16” x 7” rectangle from Fabric A with the previous piece.

**Pillow #2**

- Start by pairing an 16” x 3 ½” rectangle from Fabric D with an 16” x 4 ½” rectangle from Fabric C
- Take another 16” x 2 ½” rectangle from Fabric A and pair it with the previous piece.
- Take another 16” x 6 ½” rectangle from Fabric D and pair it with the previous piece.
- Pair the 16” x 4 ½” rectangle from Fabric C with the previous piece.

**Quilt as desired.**

- Now, take the backing fabric, already cut with the triangle shape pattern and place it right sides together with the previous piece.
- Pin all around and start sewing, leaving about an unsewn portion.
- Flip the pillow inside out and start adding stuffing.
- Hand stitch or machine stitch the unsewn portion.
• After this step, repeat the same instructions for Pillow #1

• Enjoy!!!

NOTE: While all possible care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of this pattern, We are not responsible for printing errors or the way in which individual work varies. Please read instructions carefully before starting the construction of this quilt. If desired, wash and iron your fabrics before starting to cut.
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